
  
Overview—The Bluetooth Protection Gloves are a wearable 

computing device that allows the user to connect to an Android 
device to locate Bluetooth “Beacons” These beacons will play an 
alarm sound when signaled from the user to help locate the beacon 
in the case the user cannot find it themselves. The Bluetooth 
Protection Gloves works as designed, but is prone to crashing and 
small bugs.   
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
he Bluetooth Work Gloves is a system in a which a user can 
connect to an Android Device from the built in Arduino 

MKR1000 attached to the gloves to perform various upkeep 
tasks. The system also comes with another MKR1000 that acts 
as the “Beacon” with an attached speaker to it, allowing the user 
to activate the speaker from their gloves.   
 

The purpose of creating this system was to solve the problem 
of losing tools or any key item in the manual labor environment 
that requires protection gloves. This will solve immense lost 
time searching for items because with this system, the user can 
attach the Beacon to any item and activate the speaker on it from 
the gloves when they cannot find the attached item. This system 
is not a broad solution to many areas, it is a very niche specific 
solution that in the future could evolve into a broader system. 

II. RELATED WORK 
In terms of related work to this project, there are many 
technologies that my system uses that other devices implement 
in different ways, but none entirely the same. The most 
obvious technology would by RF cars keys that unlock a 
person’s car. The gloves use BLE rather than RF which allows 
much more data to be transmitted and is supported across a 
wide array of devices compared to the specific RF use. The 
one downside to use BLE rather than RF is power. BLE 
allows much more data to be transmitted, but that comes at a 
cost of  more power consumption. 

III. APPLICATION DESIGN 
Overview Design- This system is a wearable computing 

device that implements many technologies. It utilizes an 
Android Application to act as the Bluetooth Hub to manage all 
Bluetooth signals sent and received from the Gloves and 
Beacons.  

The gloves have an attached Arduino MKR1000 along with 
a Bleufruit UART Le Friend Bluetooth chip to send the BLE 
 

 

signals. The gloves are also bi-directional allowing data to not 
only be sent from the gloves, but able to receive data as well.4 
The gloves include an LED user interface to notify the user of 
the Bluetooth connection to the android application, as well as 
to inform the user of missed calls while they are away from their 
phone.8 Also, to allow the user to signal for the designated 
beacons alarm to sound, it has an attached capacitive touch 
sensor that is non-invasive to the gloves protection 
functionality. This sensor sends a signal to the beacons through 
the application to initiate the locating alarm.  

The Beacons are as well MKR1000’s with an attached LE 
Friend chip. But, unlike the gloves, the Beacons are designed 
only to act as a receiver, so they cannot send data to any devices. 
They have an attached Piezo speaker to play the alarm sound 
when signaled. 

Below is the design process of each component and the 
details of part used. 

 

A. The Protection Gloves 
 
Part List 
- MKR1000 
- Bluefruit UART BLE Friend Chip 
- Capacitive Sensor(Hand Made) 

o Penny,Wire,1M Resistor 

 
As far as the physical setup of my gloves system, I am using 
Hardware Serial to connect to the Bluefruit Chip as it provides 
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much more reliable connection rather than using Software 
Serial.3 Also, I routed 2 LED’s to the gloves. One for 
displaying the state of the Bluetooth connection, and one for 
displaying to the user if they have received a missed call sent 
from the Android device.  

The capacitive touch sensor I created utilizes the 
CapcitiveSensor Library that creates a quite reliable touch 
sensor.2 The penny is connected to a wire and wrapped in 
electrical tape. The other end of the wire is attached to a 1M 
resistor since it was the largest resistor I could find in my kit. 
The resistor is then plugged into the Arduino into ports 1 & 4, 
with the wire attached side being port 4. 

 
 The Software for my gloves is quite simple as it is designed 
to only communicate to the Android Device which does most 
of the work. I used the Adafruit_Bluefruit_UART library to 
create a BLE object with hardware serial. During my loop() 
function I first check to see if the capacitive sensor has been 
pressed. If it is, send a Bluetooth message to sound the alarm 
or the node. Else, read if anything has been sent to the chip 
and decode the message. 
 

B. Bluetooth Node 
 
Part List 

- MKR 1000 
- Bluefruit UART BLE Friend Chip 
- Piezo Speaker 

 
 
The Node is very similar to the gloves but a even simpler 
system. The design only has a UART chip wired to the 
MKR1000.4 The node does however have a Piezo speaker 
attached to it. Whenever the Gloves send the alarm signal to 
the Android device, the phone sends a Bluetooth signal then 
to the Node which then plays the alarm sound. 
 

C. Android Application 
Code I based my Application off of. 

1. Adafruit Example Github - 
https://github.com/adafruit/Adafruit_Android_BLE_
UART 

 
 

                 
 

https://github.com/adafruit/Adafruit_Android_BLE_UART
https://github.com/adafruit/Adafruit_Android_BLE_UART
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The Android Device that runs the application acts as the 
Hub for all of the Bluetooth devices. The app decodes the 
messages and decides what to send to either the gloves or 
node. Also, the application has the ability to parse the users 
missed call list and if they have a missed call that hasn’t been 
seen by the user, it will send a signal to the gloves to notify 
them. Lastly, the application can manually track the node 
using GPS.6 The user can hit the GPS marker button to keep 
track of that coordinate position, and every 300ms update the 
location current location and calculate the distance from the 
current position to that saved coordinate.5 I would have ideally 
wanted to track the true location of the node using a GPS. 

I structured my Bluetooth connection code based off of the 
UART example from “microbuillder” The 
class(BluetoothLeUART) that manages and performs all of the 
Bluetooth actions extends the standard BluetoothGattCallback 
class. One of the upsides of using BLE is the consistent 
reconnecting. Once I was able to fix a lot of my initial 
problems with android studio, I was easily able to Scan for 
BLE devices and based on the UUID’s and hardware 
addresses of the adafruit chips that I manually checked for I 
could easily connect to the devices.  

To get my GPS functionality working I opted for using the 
Google API to track my GPS coordinates.6 This way is more 
efficient and to my knowledge much more accurate and 
reliable than using the Android LocationListener class. The 
code is quite simple, and I used a 300ms update period to 
receive an accurate position. I tried doing even more filtering 
and averaging the positions based on a 10-entry list, but I was 
surprisingly getting even less accurate results than just leaving 
the values be.  

IV. PROBLEMS 
The project came with its fair shar of problems and 

troubleshooting that I had to resolve before the full 
functionality of this project could work as intended. Firstly, 
ever since API 23, the developer must include in-app 
confirmation of the use of permission like in my case 
Bluetooth, Location, Contacts.7 You cannot just put in the 
dependencies in the Manifest file. Also, I first tried 
implementing the GPS functionality using the 
LocationListener that I mentioned in the Design section from 
this report. The problem with that library that many people 
including myself is it will not even work. I could not even 
receive GPS coordinates using this library, it simply gave me 
null location objects with not errors/warnings. This issue 
seemed to be common among people I read on Stacked 
Overflow. 
 The biggest problem that I encountered that took up most of 
my time was my freezing and crashing issue. Whenever I 
would perform exactly 2 Bluetooth writes my devices CPU 
would shoot to 100%, and the application would freeze then 
crash. The biggest obstacle that stopped me from finding the 
source of this bug was that it worked twice, not once and 
crashed but twice. I ended up finding by accident that one of 
the overridden methods from BluetoothGattCallback 
onCharacteristicWrite() was never being called on a write. 
How I had my code set up there was a while loop waiting until 
this function was called that eventually set the 

“writeInProgress” Boolean to false. Since it was never getting 
called the write would perform then just sit in a while loop 
forever. This makes me believe that the Main Thread in 
Android is comprised of 2 separate threads. 
 

V. RESULTS 
Overall, after I was able to fix all of my bugs and implemented 
all the functionality, everything worked as designed. I was 
able to create and connect reliably to the Gloves and Node 
from the Android device. I could send data to and from the 
Gloves and Android device, while being able to parse the data 
and route the alarm signal to the Node. The application could 
receive a reliable GPS signal that when using Wi-Fi, Cell 
network, and GPS data the coordinates were quite accurate up 
to ~2m in inaccuracy. Also, the application could parse the 
users call logs and notify the Gloves if an un-read missed call 
was there. The system worked all together in testing and 
presentation. The Bluetooth connection had a range of ~75 
feet in my testing but could be even further.  
 

VI. FUTURE WORK 
There were many functionality and design choices I could 

not implement as they were out of scope for this project. 
Generally, I would have liked to improve the overall design 
and form factor of the gloves and node. The gloves functioned 
as I designed, but in a real-world scenario the Arduino would 
interfere with working. Also, I would have liked to enclose the 
devices so there wouldn’t be any issue with wires becoming 
un-seated which causes the entire system to not function.  

In terms of features I would have liked to improve and 
implement, I firstly would have liked to implement Googles 
Map interface to display to the user where in terms of their 
location the node actually is. Due to the time frame I could 
only implement the distance to the node and display that to the 
user which doesn’t give them a direction to walk in. Also, I 
would have like a dynamic location of the node. In my system 
I did not order the Arduino antenna to give me a GPS location 
due to the late implementation of the feature. With the antenna 
I could track the location of the node even if it moves not a 
static location the user marks.  
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